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overview and Rules

Eating your neighbour’s cat food and scratching the 
sofa … the good life. Until suddenly you find yourself 
locked inside and kicked off the sofa. Time to get to-
gether with your fellow cativists and create some 
change. But beware! Violence might cost you support, 
or get all cats put to sleep by the vet.

The goal of this game is to look through the playful eyes 
of cats together to uncover issues and to kick-start 
creative problem solving. In turn, one player is the Leading 
Cativist and introduces an issue. As a group of cativists 
you all help to solve this issue by suggesting a tactic. 
Every cativist explains their choice of tactic to the 
Leading Cativist. The Leading Cativist determines the 
winning tactic. Thereafter you discuss together how to 
plan the campaign. The cativist who earns the most points 
by choosing the best tactics wins the game and may
be called “Leading Cativist of the Day”. Shuffle the 17 
pre-made Issue Cards and the 36 Tactic Cards, and place 
these two decks face down. Cut out the Leading Cativist 
token parts, then slide them together. To start the game 
each cativist draws four Tactic Cards from the tactics 
deck. Then follow the five steps below. Thereafter switch 
roles and start a new round.

1. Pick an issue
The cativist who most recently used the litter box begins 
as the Leading Cativist and gets the Leading Cativist 
token. The Leading Cativist takes the top Issue Card from 
the deck and reads that issue out loud.

2. Brainstorm
First, you may refresh your hand by discarding one Tactic 
Card and taking the top card of the tactics deck instead. 
Then everyone – except for the Leading Cativist – decides 
how to solve the issue with one of their Tactic Cards, and 
places that card face down on the table. 

3. Evaluate
One by one, each cativist reads their chosen card out loud 
to the group. Explain how you would tackle the issue with 
your chosen tactic. Be specific. Your fellow cativists need 
to know for example what your protest song is called, or 
how many cats will be striking. The Leading Cativist then 
picks the best tactic. The player whose tactic is chosen 
gets the Issue Card as a trophy. 
                             

4. Plan the campaign
After the Leading Cativist has chosen the best tactic, the 
group discusses together in which order all of the submit-
ted tactics would best be performed. Discuss the order 
of the different tactics like you are planning the actual 
campaign. When playing with more than five cativists,
include only the four most useful of the submitted Tactic 
Cards in the campaign planning. 

5. Switch roles
After the campaign has been planned together, the winner 
of the Issue Card becomes the new Leading Cativist. The
submitted Tactic Cards go on a discard pile next to the 
Tactics Deck. Everyone draws back up to four Tactic Cards. 

Recommended
First play a few rounds with the ready-made Issue Cards. 
When you have fired up your creativity, you are ready to 
introduce what is on your mind. Each player thinks of an 
issue, translates it to the world of cats, and writes it down 
on a blank Issue Card. Then play some rounds with your 
self-made Issue Cards. You will find out what creative 
things cats would do if they were in your shoes! 

Do you need more blank Issue Cards or want 
to buy Cativism? Visit cativism.org to download 
and print more for free. #Cativism   



Cut on dashed lines!

Leading cativist

cativistLeading

Creative flyering

This way, Cats and people are more likely 
to take your flyer, read it, and remember

what it is all about.

Deliver your flyers 
creatively

Create a song and music video to make 
an injustice into popular knowledge, 

and inspire allies to take action. 

Use the power of music 
and compelling visuals

Music video

Light brigade

Spell out a compact 
message using lights

The beautiful and clear message will  
grab attention at a monument or 

at a protest rally during nighttime.
Messages are nicely visible to passers-by. 

No vandalism required.

Instead of spraying paint, 
clean away filth to display 

your message

Reverse graffiti

Refuse to pay back your loans collectively.  
This forces banks to negotiate  

about their unfair terms or practices.

Stop paying back your 
loans together

Debt strike



Empower cats by skipping the 
middle-man and letting them get what

they need by themselves.

Take matters into 
your own hands

direct action

Non-violently liberate important 
documents or things which are kept hidden 

from the public.

Show up with a 
“cats’ search warrant”

Search and seizure

Hold an important space with 
special meaning to strengthen a sense  
of community or to pressure a target.

Creatively occupy 
an important place

Occupation

This deepens the experience for both 
participants and observers at for example 

a protest meeting or funeral. 

Use symbols and rituals 
when gathering

artistic ceremony

Use social media and word of mouth 
to gather many cats  

on a specific place and time.

A spontaneous, contagious, 
and often celebratory protest

flash mob

Stamp, sticker or paint on local money,  
to creatively turn the bills into leaflets  

to protest and to organize.

Put messages 
on local money

money hacking
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Spread your message and  
at the same time put pressure on  

their communication channels.

With many cats repeatedly 
contact your target

Media blockade

Convert online protest into  
offline action, and make mass public  

opposition nicely visible.

Deliver a petition 
creatively

Creative petition DeLiveRy

Literally shine a spotlight 
on your opponent.

Project a clever image  
on your target 

with a big projector

gigantic projection

Weave hundreds of cat stories  
into one iconic message 

that captures the issue.

Arrange cats into a huge work 
of art visible from above

living banner

Rally cats from different places to  
a common cause, on a journey towards  
a center of power or a symbolic place.

Undertake a long journey 
towards an important place

trek

Ensure your message outshines 
your target’s. For example using song, 

glitter, or clever theatrics.

Disrupt an event 
creatively

Creative disruption
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Large numbers of cats express their
 support by taking many small, simple, 

coordinated actions. 
Such as wearing the same colour.

A decentralized mass protest

Distributed action

You can sabotage an ugly policy or  
bad candidate, popularize a radical idea,  

or challenge the limits of the system.

Run for public office 
as a prank

election theater

Stand and speak, 
one after the other.

With a group of cats 
interrupt and shut down 

a hearing or vote

Public filibuster

Effectively shut down something bad,  
protect something good, 

or make a symbolic statement.

Make a chain of cats 
or use some other barrier

Blockade

Use a barrier or party to block
an unjust eviction or exploitation of 

the environment.

Physically block an unfair 
removal of cats or things

eviction blockade

This delivers a giant economic 
blow to your target.

Get many different workers 
in an area to stop working

general strike
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This shows the scale of 
the movement behind a cause.

Organize a large 
public protest

Mass street action

The big message can make headlines,  
frame an event, and even  

physically block your target.

Hang a huge banner

banner hang

Give it your meaning 
to make a political point.

Hijack a widespread company  
or government message or meme

Culture jamming

Creatively reframe the issue,  
while using the media’s attention to  

your advantage.

Hijack your opponent’s 
media event

Media-jacking

Make your alternative feel not just 
possible but irresistible.

Show others how the world
could be better

Prefigurative inteRventiOn

Use satire and exaggeration to expose an unfair-
ness or show that another reality is possible.

Impersonate your target 
through a fake press release  

or media event 

hoax
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Announce that your opponent will finally  
do the right thing, to expose that in reality  

they would not.

act like your target’s 
spokesperson 

identity correction

Gather information or disrupt it.

Infiltrate a meeting or 
conference of a target

infiltration

This engages bystanders, who remain unaware 
that they are part of a performance.

Publicly stage a realistic scene 
that poses an ethical dilemma

invisible theater

Facilitate more freedom of movement,  
challenge borders, break a blockade, 

deliver aid, or attract media attention.

Break and undermine 
unfair travel restrictions

Subversive travel

Challenge restrictive norms and try
 to eliminate them altogether.
For example, stop eating meat.

Break dominant 
cultural norms

Cultural disobedience

Challenge either the legitimacy of
the specific law or an injustice 

committed by the state.

Publicly break 
an unfair law

Civil disobedience
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As a moral protest against injustice 
or abuse of power.

Deliberately and publicly 
refuse to eat or –  
sometimes – drink

Hunger strike

What can we do?

Kitten labour

Kittens in  
Bangladesh have to  

test toys in  
a cat toy factory 

every day. 
The local shop 

sells these toys.

What can we do?

Large parts of 
the Amazon rainforest 

are burnt down 
by farmers who make 

food for livestock. 
Our jaguar cousin  

is losing its Amazon 
territory, but our 

owners keep buying 
meat based cat food.

veggie cat food

What can we do?

Hunting break

Our owners have 
cancelled the only 

short break that 
we were allowed 

to have during 
mouse catching.

What can we do?

veggie cats

My owners have 
decided not to  
let me out of  

the house, because  
I refuse to eat 

meat-based cat food.

What can we do?

Drinking water

My drinking water 
is dirty because  

my owners  
do not refresh it.
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What can we do?

Save the yard

My owners want 
to remove  

the back-yard 
to build a shed.

What can we do?

Cat control

My owners have  
installed security 

cameras in and around  
the house, in order  

to monitor movements 
of us and our visitors.

What can we do?

muddy lies

My owners’ children 
have dropped  

mud on the floor.  
They lie to their  

parents and blame me 
for the dirty floor.

What can we do?

black cats

Black cats are chased 
out of the garden  
by my owners, but  

cats with other fur  
are allowed in.

What can we do?

track and trace

Our owners want  
us to get a chip implant, 

so that they can  
always track where 

we are.

What can we do?

fabric election

My owners do not 
allow me to vote 

on the type of fabric 
for the new sofa.
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What can we do?

Kitten trafficking

My kittens will be 
taken away by 

my owners and sold 
to strangers.

What can we do?

Locked up

Our kittens have 
been locked in 

the shed, because 
they protested  

about their toys  
being taken away.

What can we do?

Female hunting

Male cats in 
the neighbourhood 

do not allow 
female cats to  
hunt for mice.  

The males say that 
the females should  

just play with 
their yarn instead.

What can we do?

Cat asylum

The aristocats gossip 
that the cat family 

from the shelter will 
steal our food.  

But actually,  
the aristocats are  

secretly eating from 
all of our bowls.

What can we do?

Cat flaps

My owner has  
removed all cat exits 

from the house. 
Now I can only go in 

and out if my 
owner lets me.

What can we do?

Kitten ideas

Kittens are being  
locked out of 

 important neighbour-
hood cat meetings.  

So, their ideas about 
new mouse catching 

techniques are  
not heard.
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Order cativism
Did you like playing this Print & Play version of 
Cativism? You can order the actual game 
colourfully printed in a sturdy box! Enjoy it 
yourself or give it as a gift to your fellow 
changemakers. Check out how to order the 
game at cativism.org

support us
Did Cativism inspire you to change the world? 
We rely on donations like yours to spark more 
change.

Donate

cativism.org/#support

Thank you for playing!

Special Thanks
This game was made possible by the input 
and feedback of almost one hundred brave 
and committed experts, activists, designers 
and active citizens from Turkey, Azerbaijan, 
Serbia, India, Italy, Germany and The 
Netherlands. They include people from 
organisations such as the Friedenskreis, 
Extinction Rebellion, CANVAS, Free Press 
Unlimited, Bits of Freedom, Greenhost, and 
Code Rood.

The creative tactics in this game are used 
by real activists around the world and were 
adapted from the nice collection of 
Beautiful Trouble. Check them out at 
beautifultrouble.org

https://cativism.org/
https://cativism.org/#support
https://cativism.org/#support

